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Consider the Cauchy problem for a system of two wave equations in R’: 
c2 ah 1 t1 -Au I =liu’ I 2 
c=d=-Au =u’u’ 2 I 2 1 27 
where prime stands for any partial derivative in space or time variables. If initial 
data is small in a suitable norm, the following phenomenon occurs: if c, #c, the 
system possesses mooth solutions for all I > 0, whereas if c, = c2 the solutions of 
the system might blowup. The result is proved for a more general form of the above 
system in the case of a three space dimension; also a similar result is proved for two 
space dimensions. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
In this paper we consider an interesting phenomenon which arises in 
some nonlinear hyperbolic systems and resembles resonance. 
Let us consider the Cauchy problem for a system of wave equations 
a:z4-Cfdu=F~(a,u,a,u ,...) a,u) (14 
(lb) 
where u = (ur , . . . . u,) is a vector function of t > 0 and XE R”, E is a small 
parameter, and the ci are constants. f0 and f, are Cm and decay at infinity 
sufficiently fast to make all norms below finite; without loss of generality 
one can assume Jo, fi to be C 0”. 
We will also assume that for u sufficiently small, i.e., for u satisfying 
the Fi can be written as 
Ft = c gubraaUb? 
a+b>O 
0) 
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where 
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for some integer p 2 2, 0 < j < p - 1. 
We define life-span T.+(E) to be the supremum over all T20 such that 
a C”-solution of (1) exists for all x E R”, 0 < t c T. Obviously, T*(E) 
depends on f0 and fi as well as on explicit form of the F,. 
The lower bounds for T*(E) have been estimated by several authors; for 
proofs the reader is referred to [Z, 7, 165 and some other literature 
available. The lower bounds for T.+(E) for different values of p and n are 
compiled in the following table: 
2 co 
where constants A and B depend on f,, f,, and the F,, and T, = cc is 
equivalent to global existence of the corresponding solution. 
The crucial point in all the proofs is the rate of decay of solutions of (1). 
In the cases when T, = cc the solutions decay according to the following 
inequalities: 
C 
I~kkI G (~x~+c,l+1)‘“-‘“~(~~X~-c~z~+1)~~~’~’~(~X~+1)~”~‘~‘~‘ifn’2 
(3) 
v/P, I 6 
C ln(2 + (I4 It - Ml J/O + I.4 )) 
(~xl+c,t+1)“4(~lX(-cC,fl+1)~‘~(~Xl+1)1’4’ ifn=2. 
In the cases when T, < cc the above decay estimates hold on some large 
interval where solutions of (1) exist and stay bounded in a suitable norm. 
For the most difficult case of two space dimensions the decay estimates 
are obtained in [16]. For three or more space dimensions the derivation 
of the estimates is essentially the same. For three space dimensions (3) can 
also be obtained by a slight modification of Klainerman’s estimates 
in [13]. 
Assume that all the c,‘s are distinct. Then as long as we stay away from 
the light cones 1x1 - c,t=O the solutions of (1) decay or (t+ 1)(3’4)(‘-n), 
provided we disregard the inessential logarithmic factor for n = 2. However, 
along the light cone 1x1 - c,r = 0 the solutions decay only as (1 + t)(’ Pn)‘2. 
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Auxiliary decay off the light cones comes from the factors IJxJ - c, tl + 1 in 
the denominator of the right-hand side of (3). 
Thus the right-hand side of (la) decays as (t + 1)(3’4)(1 -n)p away from 
the light cones 1x1 - c,t = 0 and in general decays as (1 + t)((’ -“)‘*)p on the 
light cones 1x1 -c,t = 0. 
If one could single out the forms of the F,‘s which would provide better 
decay on the light cones one would be able to improve lower bounds for 
T*(E) or even push T*(E) to infinity for the cases when T*(E)< cc. Of 
course, one would need a priori estimates imilar to (3) rather than the 
decay estimates (3). 
In order to see how we can single out those forms of the F,. let us look 
at the three dimensional case when T, < co, i.e., n = 3, p = 2. In this case 
we can write the F,‘s as follows, 
F, = c A robrd k”b acUd + R,, (4) 
where Ri = O((la,ul +x:= I lajul)3) and the Aiabcd are constants. 
Different terms in (4) decay differently. The worst decaying terms are the 
ones which contain &$b a& with b = d. They decay as (1 + t) -*. The 
terms a& acUd with b # d decay as (1 + t)-3 with an extra rate of decay 
being generated by the factors (([xl - c,tl + 1)“’ in the denominator of the 
right-hand side of (3). The R, also decay as (1 + t)-’ simply because they 
are of the third order of smallness. 
The terms with the worst decay can be eliminated if we impose the 
condition 
a*F, 
a(a&,) a(a&) u=du=O =’ (5) 
for all a, b, c, i. 
Condition (5) is not the best condition which can lead to improvement 
of lower bounds for T,. For example, we can allow the term 
(6) 
to appear in a Taylor expansion for Fk. Effect of the terms of form (6) was 
studied in [14]. 
Condition (5) can be rewritten as a condition on the gab, appearing 
in (21, 
a&bl 
a(a,ub) =’ 
@cl 
for all a, b, c, i and C,,, /a,+( < 1. 
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Essentially using the above argument and assuming that (2~) holds and 
all c, are distinct we are going to prove that if n = 3 and p = 2 or n = 2 and 
p= 3 we can actually push T, to co. When n = p= 2 we are not able to 
show that T, = co, though we can still significantly improve lower bounds 
for T,. The latter case requires different analysis and will be discussed in 
a separate paper. 
In this paper we will use the following notations: 
W,=(IXJ+l)(n-‘)‘2(JIX1-cC,t(+1)(”-1)’2, (7b) 
(7c) 
V’d) 
[Ulk = c f (Ilw,b, t) ~(l~b~*llL%v)) 
lal+b<kr=l 
(74 
For f= O(\uJP), we can write f=f.x where Tis a pth order polynomial 
and lim,,, _ 0 inf f = 1. Thus we define 
uid 
lllf Ill k,p = c Ill~“w-lll..,~ 
lal+b<k 
We will also use the following convention: 
index t at the end of the row of indices would mean taking the 
supremum of the corresponding norm over all 0 < r < t. (W 
In a similiar manner we define norms for each component ui of U. A 
priori decay estimates for the solution of (1) are given by the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 1 (Decay Estimates). Let the wi be as defined in (7). Then 
there exists a constant C depending only on fo, fi, F,, ci such that the 
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corresponding solution (1) satisfies the following decay estimates on the 
interval of existence: 
taui(ty 4 
Cb + W + t) lllFll14,,,t~ 
iad, 41 
C{& + lllm,,,t~ 
G (c,t+ 1x1 + 1)1’4 (1x1 + 1)“” (Ictt- 1x11 f 1)“2’ 
ifp=3,n=2. (8b) 
Estimate (8b) is proved in [ 163, proof of (8a) is essentially the same as 
the proof of (8b) with the only difference that it is technically easier. A 
weaker version of (8a) was also proved by Klainerman in [ 133. Slight 
modification of his proof also leads to (8a). 
We will also need energy estimates given in the following theorem which 
will be proved in Section 1. 
THEOREM 2 (Energy Estimates). Zf u( t, x) is a solution of (1 ), then there 
are constants B, for all integers N 2 0, depending only on the F, such that 
(1) iiw, .dh 0, iiwo, .-diiZN 
x 
( J 
I + d (;, iau,(S, 4 at+ -4 :I2 
’ x exp B, J lau(z, x)1, dz ds , ifp = 2 and n = 3 (9a) 0 > 
(2) iiw, xh G B, iw40, .aiZN 
x ( J 1 + d ,;, ia+, XI a+, x)1:/2 iwh 41 1 
x exp B, J i lau(z, x)/f dz ds), ifp = 3 andn = 2. (9b) 
We will also need one technical lemma which is proved in [16]. 
LEMMA 1. Let u E CF and the F, be as defined in (2). Then 
IIIFlll,n.p d wui; iiwm+l. (10) 
Now we can state and prove the main theorem. 
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MAIN THEOREM (Global Existence). Let the F, be as determined by (2) 
with either n = 2, p = 3 or n = 3, p = 2. Let us also assume that the functions 
fO andf, are Cr and the m numbers cl, . . . . c, are all real and distinct. Then 
there exists an E,, > 0, depending only on the fo, fi, F,, and the cis, such that 
for all 0 < E < co system (1) has a solution which is COD for all t 2 0, x E R”. 
Proof. We prove the theorem for the case n = 2, p = 3. The other case 
has almost exactly the same proof. 
We will assume below that C 2 2 is a generic constant which may vary 
from place to place and depends on the fo, f,, F,, and ci. 
Applying (Sb) of Theorem 1 to components uI of the local solution of (1) 
on the interval of its existence, we obtain 
Gaul,,, G Cl& + IllfIll.d- (11) 
In order to estimate 111 Fill 4,3,r we need (10). Local solution of (1) satisfies 
(10) for any r on an interval 0~ r < t, where it exists and stays smooth. 
Taking the supremum of both sides of (10) over the interval 0 6 r < t, we 
obtain 
lllf’lll 4,3,r G cmx,, IlWl5,,. 
Combining (11) and (12) we obtain 
C8ul1,, G C{c+ Cw:,, Il~4l,,,>. 
But according to (9b) the term Ilau(l 5,, can be dominated by 
CT.5 1 + 1; i;, IWS, XI au,@, xw IWS, XI 1 
(12) 
(13) 
x exp 
and thus (13) yields: 
Caull,t G cE 
1 
l + Caulf,t + Caulf,t Ji ,;, lauits9 x, auj(s, x)l i’2 
x IWs, x)l 1 exp 
( 
C 1: IW, XII: dz) A]. (14) 
For i # j and arbitrary k we can dominate IdUi(S, x) au,(s, k)( :” 
lWs> XII 1 by 
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(CiS+ 1x1 +1)-l’* ([Xl + l))“8 (IC,S-/XII + 1))1’4 
x (c,s+ 1x1 + 1)-1’8 (IX] + 1)-l’* (lc,.s- 1x11 + 1)-l/4 
x (c,s+ 1x1+ 1)-1’4 (IX] + 1)-1’4 (I cks- 1x11 + I)-“* [di,; 
<C(s+ 1)-r’* (1x1 +1)-r’* (JckS- 1x11 + 1)-1’2 
(Icp- 1x11 + 1)-“4 (lc,s- /xl+ 1))“4 [au]: 
< C(s+ l)-5’4 [au]:. 
Thus we can rewrite (14) as 
x s d (s + 1)-5/4 exp (C JS l&(r, x)1: k) &} 0 
< C& 
i 
1 + [au]:,, + [au]:,, J; (S + l)c[aU’:- 1.25 dS}, (15) 
where we used that 
lih(z, x)1, <cE$(:ylx)ll. 
From here on, we fix constant C and let 0 < t < T be the largest interval on 
which [&II,, <4&C. On that interval (15) will become 
[au],,, <C& 
1 
l+ [au,]:,, + [aul:,J; (s+ l)16,-3E2-l*5LIS}. (16) 
For E < 1/(8C*), (16) can be further simplified to 
[h-J,., < CE 
i 
1 + [du]:,, + [XJ;,, f (s+ l)-1.‘25 ds]. (17) 
Besides, for E sufficiently small, namely E < so = 1/(8C2), we get [au] ,,, < 
4&C < l/C and thus we can simplify (17) to 
I+$ cau11,, +$ Caull,, . (18) 
505/77/1-6 
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Since C > 2, (18) yields 
CE 
l-s(C+l)‘l-(C+1)/(8C2) 
< 2cE (19) 
and therefore u can be continued for t > T and still satisfy [au] 1,, <4&C 
which contradicts to the choice of T, unless T = 00. 
1. ENERGY ESTIMATES: PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
LEMMA 1.1. There exist constants B, for all integers NaO, depending 
only on F, with the following property: whenever u(t, x) is a Cm-solution 
of(l) 
x (lk(s,x)(lZNds , ) zj”p=2andn=3 
(1.1) 
IlWt, x)ll,v G B, 
( 
IIWO, x)llzw + j; ,;, lW.c x) d+ x)1”’ 
x (&(s, x)1 )I&(s, x)ll 2N ds 
) 
, ifp = 3 and n = 2. (1.2) 
Proof Applying operator W’= EQ6 with Ial + b = Ic(( <N to the 
system of wave equations in (1 ), we obtain 
cf a2 9% - AWu, = z-YS’F II I I (1.3) 
on the interval of existence of the local solution. 
Multiplying both sides by Watt, and integrating by parts, we obtain 
d 
dt R” j( 
dx 
=; jRn (WFi)(a, a’u,) dx. (1.4) 
Define energy to be 
(1.5) 
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Then (1.4) and HGlder’s inequality yield: 
where constant C of course depends on N. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For afunction FECF(R”) and [al =i<k, we have 
II 9’Fll o,.tq(Rn) G C IFlh,~,~tn, llFIl~,L~(t~,, (1.7a) 
f.<,= 
k‘ 
i-nlqcl 
k’ 
(1.7b) 
and 
IIFII k,L’(R”) = ,Jk Il~“Fll~~,Rn,. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let fi, . . . . f,, 1 E C”(R”) be such that all norms 
appearing below are bounded. Moreover, let F= F(f) be a Cp function 
satisfying 
(1.8) 
for 0 < i < p, If I < 1, and some constant B. Then there exists a constant C 
depending only on F such that 
IIWF~fNl L4(Rn) d c if 1 %$Rn) Ilf iN,LI(R”), (1.9) 
for If I d 1, Ial = N. 
Both propositions are proved in [16]. Applying (1.7a) of Proposition 
1.1, we can rewrite (1.6) as 
8, < IFI:” llFll:$,p. (1.10) 
Equation (1.9) of Proposition 1.2 yields, with p = 1, 
IIFII th G C IlW2, 
and thus 
8, <c c lau,au,l;” llaull*N 
CZJ 
which yields (1.1). 
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In order to prove ( 1.2), we first say that ( 1.10) yields 
(1.11) 
Equation (1.9) of Proposition 1.2 applied with p = 2 yields 
IlFll 2N,L’ G c lau10 Ilaull;N. 
Combining the last two inequalities, we obtain 
8~ 6 C 1 laut a#jIY’ laulo Ilaul12N (1.12) 
‘+J 
which yields (1.2). 
LEMMA 1.2. There exist constants A, for all integers N >O depending 
only on the F, with the following property: whenever u( t, x) is a Cm-solution 
of(W, 
Il~~(t,x)llN~ANII~u(o,X)IINexp A,Sd lW,x)I:-Lds). (1.13) 
Proof In the proof of Lemma 1.1, we obtained formula (1.6), 
fiN d C IlF(~‘)ll N
and thus 
Il%t, x)llN G c Ill@, x)llN + j; lif’b’hd+ (1.14) 
Applying (1.8) of Proposition 1.2, we obtain 
IIF(u’)llN <c laUlp,-’ Ik%N. (1.15) 
Substituting (1.15) into (1.14), we derive 
Ik%t, x)llN SC Ill@, x)llN +j; Ia+, x)1$-’ IIaU(s, X,ii,vd+ (1.16) 
Applying Gronwall’s technique to (1.16), we obtain (1.13). Proof of (5a) 
and (5b) follows immediately from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 
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